
ASSEMBLY AND INSTALLATION
INSTRUCTIONS

P0240

NOTES: 1. Before installing, consult local electrical codeds for wiring and grounding requirements.
             2. READ AND SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS.
  Hardware Package (included):

     Mouting Plate      Drywall Screw    Green Grounding    Wire Connector
(D)

 Mounting Screw (E)        Anchor (F)                 Finial (G)
              (A)             (B)    Screw (C)

     Loop Lock (H)          Chain (I) Pure Shell(J) Fishing Line(K)

Installation Steps
Turn off the power at fuse or circuit box
1.Cut the “H” plastic buckles with scissor when 
   take down the PE bags. (See Fig.1)

2. Set holes on the wall surface for drilling.
    Remove the Mounting Plate from the 
    Canopy by removing two finials. Drill   
    two set holes.Thread the anchors into 
    the holes, then attach the Mounting Plate  
     to the outlet box by using two mounting 
    screws.Secure the two dry wall screws 
    through the set holes into the anchors.

3.Connect the chain:
    - Determine length of chain needed to achieve 
      desired fixture height. (To remove excess 
     chain section, use pliers to bend link open.)
    - Weave the fixture wires through the chain,   
       top loop and canopy.

4.Connect both ends of the chain to the loop 
    using a loop lock.

5.Thread the fixture wire and fixture grounding 
    wire through the top loop, canopy and 
   mounting plate.
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6.Pull out the source wires from the outlet box. 
   Make wire connections using wire connectors as follows:
   ---Connect the hot wire (usually black insulation) from  the power source to the smooth-coated wire(marked) 
       from the fixture. 

   ---Connect the neutral wire (usually white insulation) from the power source to the ribbed-coated 
       wire(unmarked) from the fixture. 
   ---Attach the fixture grounding wire (usually green insulation or bare wire) to the mounting plate with the green 
       grounding screw, or connect to the source grounding wire if available.
       Carefully put the wires back into the outlet box.

7.Attach the canopy to the mounting plate and secure it with two finials.

8. Install bulbs (not included). See relamping label at socket area or packaging for maximum allowed wattage.

Turn on the power at fuse or circuit box

The following parts are available for re-order if damaged or missing.

 Spare  Parts List:

      Drywall Screw        Green Grounding         Wire Connector
(D) 

Mounting Screw (E)
              (B)           Screw (C)

             Assembly Kit
       Anchor (F)             Finial (G) Loop Lock (H)       Chain (I) 5760MM  (1 SET)

        Pure Shell(J) Fishing Line(K)
      

A: 36"

B: 18.25"

C: 15"
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